Month of the Military Child

- **Don't Forget, God Bless Our Troops** by Jill Biden
  - When her daddy is deployed, Natalie and her younger brother Hunter learn how to be brave.

- **Sometimes Love** by Katrina Moore
  - Military kids sacrifice a lot, including moving to new places. Sometimes that means being separated from a beloved pet for a time.

- **Papa’s Backpack** by James Christopher Carroll
  - When Papa bear has to leave, a bear cub imagines joining him by tagging along in his backpack.

- **Hero Mom** by Melinda Hardin
  - Military moms are the real superheroes in their kids’ lives.

- **I Move a Lot and That's Okay!** by Shermaine Perry-Knights
  - Military kids can move many times while growing up. Although moving to a new place can be full of challenges, it can also be a new adventure that kids can face with resilience and enthusiasm.

- **Coming Home** by Greg Ruth
  - In this beautifully illustrated story with sparse text, a child excitedly waits for his parent to arrive home after deployment.

- **I Move a Lot and That's Okay!** by Shermaine Perry-Knights
  - Military kids can move many times while growing up. Although moving to a new place can be full of challenges, it can also be a new adventure that kids can face with resilience and enthusiasm.

- **Military Families** by Hilary W. Poole
  - This book explains some of the unique strengths and challenges faced by military families. Recommended for older kids or as a resource for parents.

- **H Is for Honor** by Devin Scillian
  - From A to Z, there is much to learn and celebrate about all the branches of the Armed Forces.

- **At the Mountain’s Base** by Traci Sorell
  - A beautifully illustrated poem about a family hoping for the safety of their family member at war and the military member hoping for the safety of the family left behind. This book celebrates the long history of the military contributions of Native women.